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and David. With this booty I made good my retreat into the
garret.
" Henceforth all my stolen hours of solitude wore devoted to
perusing the play, to learning it by heart, and picturing in thought
how glorious it would be, could I but get the figures, to make them
move along with it. In idea, I myself became David and Goliath
by turns. In every corner of the court-yard, of the stables, of the
garden, under all kinds of circumstances, I laboured to stamp the
whole piece upon my mind; laid hold of all the characters, and
learned their speeches by heart, most commonly, however, taking
up the parts of the chief personages, and allowing all the rest to
move along with them, but as satellites, across my memory. Thus
day and night the heroic words of David, wherewith he challenged
the braggart giant, Goliath of Gath, kept their place in my thoughts.
I often muttered them to myself, while no one gave heed to me,
except my father, who, frequently observing some such detached
exclamation, would in secret praise the excellent memory of his
boy, that had retained so much from only two recitations.
"By this means, growing always bolder, I one evening re-
peated almost the entire piece before my mother, whilst I was
busied in fashioning some bits of wax into players. She observed
it, questioned me hard, and I confessed.
"By good fortune, this detection happened at a time when
the lieutenant had himself been expressing a wish to initiate me
in the mysteries of the art. My mother forthwith gave him notice
of these unexpected talents; and he now contrived to make my
parents offer him a couple of chambers in the top story, which
commonly stood empty, that he might accommodate the spectators
in the one, while the other held his actors, the proscenium again
fining up the opening of the door. My father had allowed his
friend to arrange all this; himself, in the mean time, seeming
only to look at the transaction, as it were, through his fingers;
for his maxim was, that children should not be allowed to see the
kindness which is felt towards them, lest their pretensions come
to extend too far. He was of opinion, that, in the enjoyments of
the young, one should assume a serious air; often interrupting
the course 01 their lestivities, to prevent their satisfaction Irom
degenerating into excess and presumption.

